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The Development and Validatibh of an Instructional

Videodisc Program

Introduction

This paper reports oh the development and validation

activities COnducted date on "Mastering Ftactions," an

injtrUCtiOnal videodisc proryram. The infOrMation is organized

aroUnd the following three phases.

Phase 1: FOtmative Development; In this phase; Otbtotype
_

versiOn3 Of the product were field tested and revised until

ptedetermined standards of student mastery were consistently

achieved by members of the taret population. The standard used

called for 90 percent of the students to demonstrate Mastery on

all the inSttuctional objectives.

Observations from the fOrmative development and validation

activities are tepOrted in Part I of this paper.

Phase 2: Stress Testtng; Realizing that Many teachers are

required to teach under conditions less than ideal; an

instructional product shOuld be "overbuilt;" It shOUld be tobust

enough tO work in difficult settings. The ptodUct should help

tht tea-cher solve problems, not add tb the teacher's problems.

In stress testing, the product iS purposefully exposed tb

challenging instructional settings; In such teSting the

product's effectiveness may be evaluated by cOMpatison with some

predetermined stanoard, or it may be compared with another

instructional Iroduct designed tO teach the same inStrildtiOnal
_

objectives.

Results from the stress testing are reported in patt 2 of
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thi8 decument.

PhasP 3- Independent RogiOnal IMplementations and

Evaluation. _In thiS phaSe school districts in different

geographical areaS review t e product and iMpleMent it and

eValdate its effectiveness; In the8e regional implementations

the manufacturer may prOVide a discount of approximately 20

percent to encourage such evaluation; If issueS Of cost

effetti-veness are to be validly treated, the Stheol's initial

review should indicate that the product is worth expending school

resources to purchase the Versions under evaluation. Thi8 phase

should provide data to verify earlier detiidhs on the

apprepriateness of the curriculum and the quality of

instructional procedures.

Phase 3 is an ongeing activity, and a progreS8 report is

provided in Part 3 of this paper.

Additional_informatiOn On Videedisc technoi_o_gy. An arpendix,

describing interaCtiVe Videodisc technology, is provided for

readc;r8 unfamiliar with the more recent develoOMerits in this

field.



Part 1: Formative Development

ObservatiOnS from_the_Development and Field_Testing

of_an_InstructiOnal Videodisc_Programl

This paper reports on the observations made during the
formative deVeleipment of a series Of interactive videodiscs fbt

high school math and science. The series, entitled "Core
Concepts in Math and Science)" (1985) was being deVeloped by

Systems Impact Int.; a private corporation supported by faculty

at several universities, and the administrators and teaching
staff frOM a range of school diStricts from coast tO coaat.

In the development, a heavy emphasis was placed on designing

the products to Meet the needs of students with different skill

leve18. During field testing, particular consideration waa given
to th e. inclusion of student8 in need of remediation as well as to

students progrosaing without difficulty.

InstructiOnal Format

In designing a dual level interactive videodist product, a

decjs::on had to be Made regarding whether to emphasize Level 1 or

Level 3 initially. (The reader unfaMiliar with the termS "LeVel

1" and "Level 3" should refer td the article "Videodisc
Technology: Providing the Teacher with Alternatives," in the
appendix); It waa decided to emphasize LeVél 1 procedures in the

initial atagea Of development; The reaSon being that the LeVel 1

1 ---_This report ha8 been adapted from the:paper: "DesigningVideodisc7based Cotirseware for_the High SchOol, Hofmeisteri A; Mj(Utah Scate UniVersity),_Engelmann, S. & (Univetsityof OregOr), Which was presented at the American Educational
Research Association Meeting, Chicago, 1985.
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format, with its group presentation a d its reduced facility for

extensive branching, required very effective instructional

sequences.

If the instructional hierarchies are not valid and the

important prerequisite skills are not identified and mastered,

then the Level 1 format will not be successful; In a Level 1

format, with its reduced capacity for individual remediatiOn,

failure experiences associated with the presentation of new

material mtst be reduced. Rosenshine and Stevens (1986) have

noted that

New learning is easier when prior learning is readily

accessible or autOmatic. In a large number of academic

situations the student needs to apply and use the knowledge

or skills that have been previovsly learned. (p. 378)

This constant attention to the mastery of prerequisite skins is

one of the ways one assures success in group-based instruction;

The Level 3 format, although far more expensive to

implement, is mr_lre tolerant of inadequate instructional sequences

because of the increased facility for remedial branching and

because of the potential to supplement inadequate videOdiSC

content with microcomputer-delivered material. When the initial

emphasis is placed on the Level 1 format, the quality of the

Level 3 fOrmat is also enhanced through the use of better

sequences and fewer failure experiences, with their associated

remedial Icops.

Because of the heavier involvement of the teacher in the

Level 1 format (see article "Videodisc Technology: Providing

the Teacher with Alternatives," in the appendix), it is essential
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that the field testing is carefully monitored to ensure that

success can be attributed to the product and not to un.:ecorded

adaptions of individual field test teachers. Such careful

monitoring also allows the observations and recoMMendations of

the field-test teachers and observerS to be added to those of the

product developers and the content and design consultantS.

Development and Validation_Procedures

The major development and validation procedures included:

I. An_analysi6 of School dietri_ct_c_urricular and textbook

content. For each course, curricula from school districts in

several geographically separated states and four or five widely

uSed textbooks were used for the initial curriculum analysis.

2. An initial listing_ol_poseible core concepts. In

selecting core concepts the intention was not tO try and teach

everything, but to se.Lect the moSt common and the most important

foundation concepts, and teach them weIl.

3. A review of_ the initial listing by content_comsaltants

and the associated_revision of the listing. Consultant input at

this stage was primarily concerned with the selection of the most

Important concepts and their approximate instructional sequence;

4; The prepara_t_i_on_cif_track scripts" and their review by

consultants. A track script iS a preliminary draft of the

videodisc script for a Specific curriculum strand. Through the

review process, consultants make input on sequence, terminology

and instructional presentation i8Sues. A course will contain

several curriculum Stranda and their associated track 8cript.

The use of track scripts makeS the underlying curriculum



structures visible to all and faCilitates revision on a modular

basis.

5. The te_l_opment_of_pro totype fie ld=t-SSt leSSOns.

Lesson scripts are prepared from the revised track scripts;

Videotapes and additidhal print materials are used to approximate

the VidebdiSt preSentations in the field testing.

6. Thp_fiPl_d_teating and reviSiOn of prototype lessons;

The process of field teating and revision is repeated until

product OffettiVeneSS is consistently demonstrated; To date;

codeSeS haVe been through three to five revision cycles. In a

typical field testi there will be t o groups, approximately ten

lessons apart, being field tested at the same time. As problems

are encountered in the first group alternative procodurea ate

deVeloped and tried on the group that i8 ten lessons behind.

Such a procedure allow8 for eXtensive product inprovement in a

limited tit-0 peribd. The field test and revision cycle i8

repeated until a version is developed that is consiStently

effective; Field test and reviaibn cycles were repeated until 90

percent of the grbup had mastered the objectives.

DetiSiOnS on the degree of product effectiveness are baaed

on an analysis of individual pupil performance on daily in-Class

assignments, homework, criterion==referenced tests administered as
_a part of every fifth léSson, and comprehensive pre- and

postteStS. The daily worksheet analyses provide information on

the effectiveess of the specific instructional procedures used

in the daily lessons. The Criterion-referenced tests provide

information bh the degree of mastery of the core concepts. The



testing prOtedures also include preViously mastered material

thetk On retention;

7; The pre aratiOn Of v_i_d_e_odiscs and supporting print
materials. After the prototype videotape and print material8
have been refined and their effectiveness demonstrated, the

videodiscs and final versiOnS of the instructor Manual and the

individual student wOrkbook are developed. The prototype

videotapes are low budget, half-inth tapes; After field casting

with the prototype material8 iS completed, an inveStMent ià then

thade in the final one-inch, broadcast-quality, master videotapes

with high quality graphics, high interest mOtion footage, and a

quality, precisely paced narration. The final videbdiStS are

Made from this one-inch master tape;

This two-stage videt production process, with i s dependence

on success With the more prim t VC prototypes, is a vary
demanding development proces8. It does, however, enstire that the

final product is both tObust and effectiVe and not highly
dependent on the high interest video effects added in the second

phaaa. Too much dependence on Stich high interest vided Material

tOUld result in novelty effects, disguising and overestimating
the true long-term instructional value df the product;

ObservatiOn8 from the FiAld Testin

The intensive observation 6f the field test classrooms was a

central strategy in the product development process; We were

concerned With data that WOUld guide the prodUCt ithprovement

process. A knowledge of student Outcomes, by itself, na8 liMtied
Value; Outcome data must be paired with observational data on



"teacher-child" interactions to help identify more successful

in8tructiohal procedures for inclusion in revisions of the

product. The followdng observations were made as a resdlt of

this product revision process.

1. Narration format and student intprarrinn. In the early

field testing, considerable attention was given tO the

identification of a narration format that was suited to both

Level 1 and Level 3. Perhaps the most common narration format

used with videotape instruction is the "illustrated lettUre"

approach; While such an approach has been used successfUlly with

video programs such as the early "Nova" series, where extensive

Student interaction is not expected or programmed fori it WOUld

clearly reduce the possibility of extensive student intetaCtiOn

in either a Level 1 or a Level 3 approach.

Experiteht6 Were conducted with a tutorial approach t- the

narration. This approach was designed to emphasize the highly

personalized, step-by-step, question-packed presentation of the

expert tutor. While a tutorial approach was well suited to a

Level 3 mode, where there was no limit to the system's ability to

pose questions and supply feedback, there was some question as to

whether it would be sUCceSsful in the group-oriented Level 1

mode.

In the tutorial format, there were three basic type8 of

student interactions; The most time-consuming interaCtion

required the group to make individual written responses; The

VideOdiSt WOUld stop automatically at a preprogrammed pointi with

the question posed on a "still frame." When the group was ready'

the teacher would adVante the videodisc to the next still framei

8
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or serieS Of still frames, that proVided e solution tc; the

problem; In some cases the solution would be prosnted using

motion and nartatiOn rather than the more spate=saving still

frames. Motion sequences are neteaSery to present audio
feedback; Motion presentations, however, use up still frames at

the rate of 30 pet second;

The abtond most time-consuming type f student interaction

was similar to the one just described, -except that an oral rather

than a written response Was required. The least tite-consumingo

th-nd most COMMOh interaction, WaS one in whith a question was

posed by the narrator; a short pause WaS provided for an oral

group response, and the diSc moved on automatically and provided

the feedback. The field testing demonstrated that it was

possible tO athieve a very high level Of Student interaction,

even with full class groups, through the appropriate mix Of these

three types of interaCtions.

Stodolsky (1984) has noted that "Pating iS a very central

variable in the analysis of instruction." It was found possible

to use a fast-paced, highly involved tutorial herretion for the

Level 1 group preSentations. 'Jfie critical Variables wei=e the

appropriate Mix of types of interactiOna and the quality of the

instructional sequence and associated demonstrations. A poor

sequence made even very slow pacing ineffective fbr ensuring

adequate stUdent engagement;

2. The comparAtive -value of the Videodisc presentations.

While few would qUeStibn the instructional value Of Videodisc

presentations that capture laboratory deMOnStrations which would



be difficult or dangerous to conduct, the comparative value

the less spectacular preSentations is often overlooketh Even

with SiMple demonstrations, such as the application of the

distributive law in algebra, the advantage over the Standard

teacher-delivered chalkboard preSentation Was substantial; With

the videodiSt the teather was able to stand toward the back of

the -claSSroom and maintain full control of the class. The loss

f class observatioo and Lime that ottuts when the teacher has to

write the prObleM on the chalkboard is removed; In demonstrating

the diSttibdtiVe law, the presentation of the parallel action8 of

the external term on the terms inside the parentheses was
_possible with the videodisc. ThiS presentation was made even

more powerful when tied to the precisely timed narration; In

UMMa ty then, even with relatively simple iri5ttUdtiona 1
presentations, the teacher, USing the videodisc, was more in

control, was able to present more demonstrations in less time,

Was able to give higher quality demonstrations, and waS able tO

give more attention to indiVidUalS.

3. ClaSSrbom nia nage ment_and_masterz learning; The

development of an effective Level 1 delivery system tequites that

the teacher's behavior be kgiveri the Sathe attention as the

student's. Dynamic video and well-designed instructional

8-cltiehde8 Will not guarantee adequate learning by the full ranige

of students found in secondary clas tOOM . Economical,

practical, and effectiVe inStructiOnal Management procedures must

be USed ft:it enSuring that individual needs are met when group=

oriented instructional systems ate USed. After synthesizing the

research literature On effective instruction, Rosenshine and
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StevenS (1986) identified the following Six "fundamental

instrUctional functions;"

1. Review, check preViOUS day's work (and reteach, if

necessary)

2. Present new content/skills

3. Guided student practiCe (and cheCk understanding)

4. Feedback and correCtives (and reteach, if neceSSary)

5. Independent student practice

6. Weekly and monthly reviews. (p. 379)

These six fundamental instructional functions formed the

frame of reference for the classroom management practiea. These

practice8 were progressively refined during the different field

test and revision cycles;

The following specifiC review, feedback, and cOrrectibh

management procedures were developed as a part of the field test

and program revision procedures.

Each course has numerOUS checkpoints for evaluating student

progress. At each checkpoint, the teacher detidea Whether enough

Of the students are performing acceptably. If class performance

is satisfactory, the next instrUCtional segment is presented. If

performance is unsatisfactory the teacher replays the

appropriate earlier segment from a videbdiSt ahd then presents

new practice problems using still feaniea. A sufficient number of

alternate practice problems are provided on still fraMOS tO

ensure that student success will be due to conceptual

understanding rather than rote memory.



The following checkpoints and associated prOCedUre8 Were

found to be effective:

a. After each new instructional segment from a

lesson. These checks indicate how well initial learning is

progressing

b. Befoto the beginning of_the_next_Iesson This

brief quiz is a one-day delay check. The importance of beginning

a lesson by checking on the material taught in the ptevidue

lesson is well supported by the reSeardh literature (Emmer,

Sanford, & Clements, 1982; Good & Grouws, 1979).

c. After every fourth lesson. This mastery test 1.8 a

one-week delay check.

d. At the end of each grading period. This exam is a

MUlti=week delay check.

In classes with a wide ability range, thiS MaStery-based

system gave field-test teachers the feedback needed to decide how

much additiOnal explanation and practice was needed by the

students.

4; Cost and time. ()ride a cOMmitment is made to a cyclic

process of "field teat, revise, and field testi" the product

developer should be aware that development costs are telated to

the time and effort it takes to achieVe the predetermined levels
_

of student mastery. In the case of the videodisc programs just
_

discussed (Systems Impact, Inc., 1985), one thinks in terms of

years and hundreds of thousands of dollars, not months and tens

of thousands of dollars.

However, once the commitment and investment are made, the

return in student gains is massive. The value of a program that

12



can be implemented at a Modest cost, that can be USed With a

range Of learners, and that can be conSiatently effective is

incalculáble

Conclusion

The field testing of the Core Concepts Courses (Systems

Impact, Inc., 1985) demonatrated that the combination of
_interactive videodisc technology, with well reSearched

instructional design and mastery learning procedures, provided

the teacher with a flexible a d Obt4étful resource. The "core

concept" orientation a lloWed the teacher to provide effective

instruction oh the most important central concepts to all

learners, including those in need of reMedial instruction.

the process of deVeloping and validating a

technologically based prOdUct, the primary resource shOuld Still

be the research on the characteristics of effective instruction

COnSidered important in any inStrUCtional effort (Ragostai 1983).

C ha racteristic8 SUch as "review of preVious learning,

demonstrations of new materials, guided practice and checking for

Understanding, feedback and COrrectiOns, independent practice and

periodic review" (ROSenahine & Stevens, 1986), will haVe to be

present regardless of the technology used. The product

deVelopment effort should not str088 the characteristics of a

Specific technology at the eXpenSe of proven characteristita Of

effective instruction (Clark, 1983). Even a technOlOgy as

flexible as videodisc-based instructioh Will only be as effective



as the quality of the inStrUctional Content and associated

clasSroom management practices will allow.
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Part 2: The Stress TeSting

of "Mastering FraCtions"

If a product developer seeks assurance that the product will

be of the highest quality/ the develbper does not restrict

teSting to normal conditions. Indeed/ the developer seeks very

challenging environMent8. Two of the ways that an inSttbdtional

product may be Stre8Sed are: (1) placement in a Classroom with

learners with less skills than the target po0Ulationi and (2) the

U86 Of learners who have a documented history of failUre with

other products and prOcedures designed to teath the same

instructional COhtent; Both of these apprOacheS were used in the

stress testing of "Mastering Fractions."

Stress_Testing by USing Younger Students

Every ihStrUctionaI product assumes some entty skills on the

part Of the student. The more students lack these entry skill8;

the higher the prbbability the product will fail. In the case of

"Mastering FraCtiOns," the total curriculUM iS USually completed

by the end of grade 8; However, substantial portions of the

curriculum are often intrOdUted in grades 5 and 6.

To ensure that a challenging test WAS arranged/ grade 4

students were Selected as a part Of the Stress testing.

ensure that students wore not exposed to unnecessary failure

experiences, the impleMentation was carefully mOnitbred, and the

final few instrtidtional objectives were not tailijht to mastery;

The students were taught the objectives typically required fOr

grades 5 and 6;

F gdre 1 depicts the results of the field test. The

;1.
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students were twelve fourth-grade students in ah Urban elementary

school. The students were pretested to ensure that the

aSSimption of limited entry SkillS was accurate. The average

number of students mastering each objective was 90 percent. The

skills normally required for grades 5 and 6 Were mastered at well

abdve 90 percent.

Stress_Testiu by Using Remedia1Stuen_ts1

The students selected for this aspect Of the product testing

Wete 28 students, approximately half Of whom were classified A8

"remedial" students by the Sdhool; the other half of the StUdents

were special education students classified as "learning

disabled." In this study the product WA8 COMpared with a more

traditional basal program. In order to ensure that the

comparative process WAS indeed a challenging test, the

researchers identified a highly regarded COmparison product;

They then took other measures to ensure that the comparison

product was implemented in aS appropriate a manner as possible.

The fihal results confirmed that the COMparison product did

perform in a very credible Manner: however, the "Mastering

Fractions" program was clearly superiori and the difference in

performance was significant by all ACCOPted measures of
statistical or practical significance.

SUMMary of the major aspects Of thia study.

The following is a

'-
These resesarch findings have been abStracted from materialprovided by the principal investigator for the comparative study:Bernadette Kelly, Division of Teacher Education, University of

Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403.

_
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Experimental Results

The study compared two ten-lesson programs for teaching

basic fractions skills; The program con-8i8ted of lessons from

the interactive videodisc courae "Mastering Fractions" (Systems

1985) and lessons from Mathematics Today (Harcourt,

Brace, Jovanovich, 1985). The skills wore writing a fraction

from a picture, multiplying fractibba, MUltiPlYing a fraction and

a whole number, identifying fractions equal to one, and adding

and subtracting fractions with like denominators; Each program

also taught additional skills, WhiCh Were MeaSUred for secondary

analyses.

The tWo treatments were the same in that (1) the twO

teachers switched half-way through the study, sO that each

teacher taught half the students for half of the study, a d other

StUdents for the other half of the study; (2) the total

instructional time was the same each day, and the amount of time

spent on concept development was coMparable each day; (3) the

same tajOr skills were the focus of both treatments; (4) the

same reinforcement system 1.as used with both treatments.

The program differed in two major wayo: the delivery medium

(videodisc versus textbook) and the instructional design. The

VideddiS6 has capability for dynamic video and audio, automatic

Stops, still frames, and branching; The relevant instructional

design features were: explicitneSs df Strategies, degree to

which eXplahations focused d- "Whys' versus "hows," usefulness of

eitplanations, presence of discrimination exercises, frequency of

review, incorporation of the coMpOdentS Of a mastery learning

8y8tettii and the structure of the lessons;

18
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Students were given pre; post and Maintenance tests on basic

frattiOns skills; The post and maintenance tests had

reliability of over .9. The results are summarized in Table 1;

The differences between treatments on the posttest and
Maintenance tests were signifitaht. Students were also giVen

pre- post- attitude queatibhhaire. Three questions dealt with

their perceived competence; three dealt With the feeling about

the releVance of fractions; The stOrea Could range from -li very

;négativei to li very positiVe. The results are summarized in

Table 2. Data were also C011ected on the percent of six-second

intetvals, during which; students were on task; The resultai

averaged across five sessions; were 96 percent on-task for the

interacti7e videodisc group; ahd 84 percent on-task for the basal

group; The leVel Of implementation of the bASal group is

informally reflected in one of the teacher's remarks. He

ihdiCated that 'Efie basal claarodi was ahout the beat traditional

program he had ever used with handicapped Students.

19



Table 1: PreiPost and Maintenance Scores for
Interactive Videodisc and Basal Treatments

TREATMENT MEASUP.ES

_ a _ _ b
Pre Test Post Test Maintenance

% Num Sd Num Sd NUM Sd

Interactive 42 2.5 .92 95 11.4 1.0 94 11.3 1.1
Videodisc

2.1 .98 77 9;2 2;3 72 8.6 2.0Basai_
Textbook

a six items

twelve items

Table : Mean Positive-Responses on Pre and Post_Attitude measures
Concerning Student Competence In and Relevance of Fracti-ohs

TREATMENT MEASURES

Interactive
Videodisc

Competence
Relevance

Basai___
Textbook

Competence
Relevance

Pre Test

-

Post Test Gain

.08 .81 .73

.08 .57 ;49

.58 .78
.16 .31 .16

23
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paet3:_iade_perLdsnt Regional ImpleMentation

and Evaluations

The following ia a listing of school district-a presently

implementing and evaluating "Mastering FractiOna;" Other school

districts have implemented the prJduct since it became available

in December 1985. OnlY school districts with knOWn formal

evaluation CoMponents have been included in the following

Hating.

Rochester; New York. This school district is aeseeeihg the

product ih the regular grades;

HOUnton, Texas An evaluation of atudent and teacher

reaction is presently beirig conducted.

Knoxville, TenneitAde. The school district has completed a

review and has implemented "Mastering FraCtions" district-

Wide in all middle schools.

Lincoln County; Wyoming This is a diatriCtzwide

implementatiOn in regular classrooms, remedial Programs, and

special education programs. The implementation is being

evaluated under a gtaht from the Wyoming SEA;

Logan eity, Utah. The district is using the product in JTPA

programs;

Davis County, Utah; Both adult education and special

education progratt8 are involved.

Jordan Valley, Utah. This district i8 usitig the product in

high school special education programs and in correctiona

programs;
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Carbon County, Wyoming; The product is being USed ih

homebound programs.

_
Mukilteo, Washington. The majority of use is in regular

grades in the middle school.

Olympia, Washington; The product is being used in teMedial

and special education programs.

Tennessee Valley Authority; The TVA initiated

implementations in four states. The product was 8eleCted

because of the importance of the math skill8 in industry.

The TVA ha8 COntracted with Vanderbilt University to monitor

and evaluate the implementation;

Las Cruces, New Mexico; This implementation i8 in a

bilingual satting. The implementaion is being monitored by

Staff ft-OM the N w Mexico State University Center for Rural

Education.

University of Florida. The discs are being US-6d in

in-=sarVite training programs to develop excellence in math

instruction.
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Abstract

As educators search for effective and flexible instructional

alternatives; COnsideration must be given to videodiSt peOgrditi

built On the characteristics of effective inStruction The

different types of instructional videodisc programs are described

and discussed in relation to the needs and resources Of the

public SthObl. In discussing needs; both staff deVelOpteht and

Std-dent aChievement goals are considered.



Videodisc Technology: Providing the Teacher with Alternatives

An Overview of Videodisc Hardware

The phra86 "technological applications in education" usually

evokes the image of a computer. In reality the underlyitig

phenomenon is the information age, with the computer serving as a

major tool. ono indication of educators' growing awareness of

the breadth and pervasiveness of this underlying phenomenon i8

the growing use of the term "technological literacy" in plaCe of

the term "computer literacy." The influences of other

technologies such as videotape, videodisc, fiber optics, and

satellite communications are oeginning to be recognized as the

schools prepare the present school age population for a place

an information-oriented society.

One of the most promising of the new information age

technologies is laser videodisc technology. The technOlOgy is

challenging the LP retOrd in the form, of the compact audiodisc;

arthiVal use of the computer's magnetic "hard disc" is being

replaced by optica ly read digital discs; microfilm and

microfiche storage 8hd retrieval technologies are also being

repladed by videodisc-based recording and retrieval systems, and

videotape players are being challenged by laser videddiad

players;

A Brief DeSdri tion of_La_ser Videodisc Technolo

A standard laser videodisc looks like a shiny white metalliC

LP record. The diat StOres the same type of information as

VideOtape, but the disc is a random access medium, and each

the 54000 hiigh=qualit, individual frames on one side of t e
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disc can be attessed in a second or two; There i8 hb reduction

in the quality of the video image when one MOves from motion to

still on a videodisc. In the laser reflective format; a low=

power later t:iath in the player is directed onto the diSc surface;

where it either strikes a tiny pit or the more reflettive surface

between the billions of pits etched in the surface; The laser

light is then reflected off the surface to a sensor; which

detettt theSe Variations in intensity of the refletted light.

The variations in light intensity; detected by the sensor; are

transformed into a signal that is fed to a television receiver.

The pits are prOtetted by clear plastic; and only the laser light

contactt the disc; resulting in a very robust etdrage medium and

player system;

Instructional Potential

While few have questioned the potential of interactive

videodisc instruction to make a major contribution in health;

defense; and industrial training; the potential of Videodisc-

batod inStruction for the public school hat been questioned;

Some of the concerns have included the resistance of public

educators to techtiblogy, the group teaching practico of

teacher-8; the -cost of hardware; and the lack of enOUgh quality

courseware to support investments in the hardWare. The rush by

educators to embrace microcomputer technology has demonstrated

that educator8 can and will invest in technology on a large

scald. DeSpite this demonstration of interest in tedhnblogy; the

nature of the public schOOl is such that widescale adoption of

vidooditt tethnology may not occur until Videodisc-based
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instructional products are specifically designed to meet the

needs; restrictions; and strengths of public schoOl ih8trUttibh.

In this paper the authota di8OU88 the tationale used to

develop videodisc-based ihatruction in high school mathematics;

The VideodiSc-based products were designed to provide fOt

instruction with a wide range if learnet8 ih a Variety of

instructional settings; indlUding group instruction and
;

individual instruction.

_Classifying Types of Instructional VideOdiSC_COnfirations

A widely adopted classification system was proposed by the

Nebraska Videodisc Design and Production Group in 1979 (Daytie8

1984) The classification -system i8 baeed bh the "ihtelligence"

levels of different systems. The initial classification scheme

included LeVelS "0" through "3;" and that classificatiOn has

recently been augmented by a Level "4." The diffeteht 16VelS ate

as follows. ,

Level 0

This system consists of a lihoat play-et. Such systems are

primarily des gned fb t home entertainment; have limited

interactive functions; and many of the same instructional

applications as video tape players and movie projectors.

Level 1

The Level 1 players also include quick frame accosei freeze

frame and scanning functions; two u8Or 801edtable audio channels/

chapter and picture stops.
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AErlet Description of Level 1 Functions

Quick frame acceas. There are 54,000 individually

addressable frames on each side Of a Videediac. A frame can be

selected and found using the player's remote control panel. When

moving from one frame to another that is a ft-.J hundred frames

apirt, the search time is not perceptible. If the frames are

thousands of frames apart, meat players will make the change

within three seconds at the most. The facility tio allow a

teach.er to branch quickly to any frame ftom ahy location in t e

tlassroom is a very practical fattite.

_rhapter_stop. The branching may be done by frame or

chapter; To access a frame the teacher enters a 5=digit frame

address or a 2-digit "chapter" addresS. ApprekiMately 70 encoded

thapter stops can be placed oh dhe Side of a disc. The chapter

stop increases the speed and practicality of branching.

21-saIlListoe. A picture stop is a poiht tit frame at which

the player will stop automatically. Feit example, if students are

to work a problem in their workbooks after a demonStration, a

picture stop will cause the player to stop aUteMatieally with the

problem showing on the screen. The teacher can then signal the

player to advance when the students have completed the

assignment. This very practical function allows the teacher more

time te monitor pupils rather than be detraeted by the operation

Of the player;

Selectable audio channels; While the entertainment industry

typically uses the two audio channels for high qiiality stereo,

the educator can remotely seleet both or either channel. This is
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often used when different audio tracks are used for the aatha

visual display, for example, watching the same display in two

difforeht lan-cuages or presenting a display while posing a
_

problem and then replaying, giving t e solution on the seteind

audio track.

Level 2

The Level 2 player adds the intelligence of an internal

microprocessor to the Level 1 functions. The computer code to

control the vatioue functions can be placed in an audio track on

a diet. Complex combinations ot functions can then be conduc,ed

automatically or triggered by input through the player's control

panel;

LeVel 3

Systems at this level consist of a Level 1 or 2 player

linked to a microcomputer. Such a system will allow both

tomputer and videodisc-generated material to be shown on the

screen. In Level 3, the added intelligence and "read" and

"write" functions Of the microcomputer are added to the wide

rahge of video functions of the videodisc player;

Tevel 4

A Level 4 8y8tOm iS distinguished from a Level 3 system by

the additional power of the microcomputer software; If some type

Of artificial intelligence software is used, it is usually

classified as a Level 4 system.



The Fducationai_inpileations

of_t_h_e__Uillexent Levels

Of the different levelsi Level 1 and Level 3 appear to have

the most instructional value at present. Level 3 has received

the most attention in industtial and military training efforts.

A Level 3 emphasis implies that the instructional inStitution

emphasizes the individual learning station as a major

inStructional delivery system And that there are re-...Eources tO

support the installatibh and maintenance of individual learning

stations; Some public school districts have the interest and

resources to support the extensive use of Level 3 learning

stations; Howeveri a latge hUmber of school districts ate

heavily committed tb grOup instructioni with the teathet aS the

primary instructitinal agent and technological aids in a range of

Stipport roles;

There is a tendency fbe many in instructional technblOgy to

assume that the individual learning station i8 the MbSt powerful

inStructional delivery system and that the acceptance of anything

less occurs because of a latk of resources; The widsptead

acceptance of thiS aStliMption suggests that there iS a Wealth of

reSearch to support the cleati COMparative advantage of the

individual learning statiOn OVer other instructional delivery

systems; Such is not the Case. In their comprehensive reVieW of

the research literature on individualized systems of instruction

in secondary schooIsi Bangerti Klink, and Kulik (1983) reported

that group-paced systeMS "appeared to produce stronger effects"

than self-paced Systems; The findings do not Suggest that
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computer-assisted instruction a d other types of self-paced

systems are not effective; Indeed, the findings supported the

effectiveness of computer-assisted instruction. The point i8

that other instructional delivery systems that monitor the

individual's progress, including group-paced and syztems such as

peer tutoring, have been shown to be just as effective as some

self-paced systems. Thus, the technologically based individual

learning station must not be viewed as the ultimate delivery

system for the public sec)ool.

The individual learning station is an effective tOol that

can make an important contribution, depending on the need and

resources present in a specific instructional setting (Friedman &

Hofmeisteri 1984). There may be specific situations where the

technologically based learning station may be clearly the beSt

alternative. The rationale for the development of the MECC

(Minnesota Educational Computer Consortium) high school

videodisc-based economics course was the unaVailability of

teachers trained in the subject (Glenn, Kozeni & Pollak, 1984).

This Level 3 videodisc project was the only available delivery

system for some high school students.

The LeVel 1 videodisc system adds both a massive storage

capacity and fast random access facility to the combined

instructional functions of the videotape players and film and

elide projettore. Fbt this reason, this omnibus medium needs

little Promotion if we accept the instructional potential of any

one of the media that videodisc technology can emulate. In

ahalyzihg the different instructional presentation functions

possible with different media and media combinations, the
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combination of a Level 1 videodisc system and ihdiVidual pupil
_;-WOrkbooks results in a very flexible and comprehensive

instructional delivery system (Walker & Butler, 1984); For the

purposes of this article, a typical Level 1 system Will include

the integrated use of individual workboOk Material and videodisc

presentations to large or small groups and individuals. In a

typical Level 1 system the teacher would spend a large aMount Of

time moving around the classroom checking Oh indiVidual workbook

activities, guiding discussion, and doeitr011ing the videodisc

player w:.th the aid Of a remote control panel; Classroom

managsmsnt and attention E IdIviduals i8 enhanced when the

teadher is not confined to the froht of the tlassi

Because of its considerable flexibility, decisions tb

implement LeVel 1 videodisc technology are not tied td the nature

Of the medium, but to such i-888 aS hardware cost and

availability of quality courseware. We have seen a recent

decrease in price and size and an increase in the reliability Of

Videbdisc players. Quality videodisc playerS are now available

for approximately $500. The availability Of a range of quality

courseware 1.8; then, cledrlyi the most important iSSue. The

deVelOpMent of the Core Concepts serieS (SySteMs Impact, 1985)

haS Significantly increased the aVailable alternatives. These

videodiscs in math and science have been extensively field tested

with a range Of high school learners.

Staff_Dmtaopmen_t_and-Student AchieVement

In terms of external appearance, the Level 3 videodisc

8y8teth and a computerassisted ih8trdbtion (CAI) system appear
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very similar. In reality there are some subtle, yet important,

differences between Level 3 and CAI systems. Prhaps the most

important difference is in the degree to which the two systems

can emulate the instructional presentations of effective

teachers; Io the past CAI has not tried to model the classroom

presentation practices of the effective teacher. The cost and

complexity of generating the graphic visual displays and the

associated audio have limited the ability of CAI to emulata the

dynamic instructional procedures of the teacher. CAI has,

instead, relied on the instructional presentation pratices of

programmed learning. Programmed learning's extensive use of the

singleframe, immediate feedback, and the extensive use of text

to communicate is much more suited to the capacities of

microcomputers presently being used in the schools. These

programmed learning approaches being uSed in some CAI programs

have clearly been effective in meeting their primary purpose of

in8trueting students (Hartle 1977; Bangert, Kulik & Kulik,

1983; Fisher, 1983). The problems of in8tructibh in some hi(jh

school subjects are not limited to the need to teach students

Ec-well (1983) reported as follows:

Math teacher scarcity is so great that even when

compared with the 'traditional hotta cje ' Of physics

teachers, it ranked higher.

The roots of the problem go even deeper. A study by

the NCMT indicates that last year 25 percent of math

teaching positions were filled by uncertified instructors or

those holding only temporary certificates. According to max
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Sobel, president Of the 45 000-member teacher'S

brganizationp this rate approached 50 percent in some areas

bf the country! (p. 36)

If an ihstructiohal delivery system can both in8teuct

students and model the presentation practiceS Of effective

instructors, then its cost effeCtiveness will increase

significantly in subject AreaS Where staff development and

student achievement are both important. Of the teChnblOgical

alternatives presently available, interactive videodisc

ihStruction appears to be the bhe b6St suited for modeling

effective teaching preSentations and increasing Student

achievement.

Dual Level Xideoddso Coursewar-c4

It is possible tb deSigh videodisc-based courseware that cAn

be used in both Level 1 and Level 3 syStemS (Jbnassen, 1984);

Kessinger (1984-85), in his in=Aepth reView of MECC's videodisc=

based economics courSe, repbtted as follows:

MECC Originally designed IntrodUctibh to Economics for

those smaller high sch0O18 Unable to offer economics a8 a

regular clasS. Ohe COUld simply et it up in a media center

and allow students to work through the courbe at their own

pace. Yet it is quite likely that this MECC package will be

of interest to teachet8 in larger schools. These materialS
_

can be used with the whole class in a discussion format to
_

iintroduce topics with prE-ise control and mmediate feedback

under teacher directibh. I have used a similar approach

with middle schOol students. It worked smoothly, and the
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level Of discussion from first period in the morning to the

last period of a teaching day was high. And it was fun.

most cases, Introduction tO Economics will work with
;-

individual students, small groups and entire classes. (p.37)

Effective Instruction and the high School Learner

The point has been made quite fOrdeftilly by Clark (1983)

that the medium serves as a vehicle for instruction And that the

instructional methodology will be the important variable in

determining the effectiveness of the instructibrial OtbduCt. The

components of an effective instrUCtional methodology were

summarized by Ragosta (1983). In reporting on a successful

longitudinal study of a CAI project, Ragosta stated,

The success of CAI in thiS 8tudy niay be related to the

SUCte88fUl practices identified in other effectiveness

studies: mastery learning, high academic learning time,

direct instruction, adaptability and COnSiatehdy

instruction, an orderly atmosphere with the expectation of

succcss in basic skills, the use of drill, and equal

opportunity foc responses from all Studeht8 With a high

prObability of success in responding. (pi 124)

in addition to the above listed components of an effective

instructional methodology, consideration must be given to the

specific characteristics of tht high school learner. In

Mathematics in particular, a significant percentage of high

school students will display a range of inappropriate learning

strategies. The observant nigh SchOol tea-cher iS Very Mii-ch aware

that the teacher must not only plan instruction to teach new
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Material, but also counter the attitUdes and learning habits

resulting from past unsucce6SfUl experiences with the subject.

There are two main types of inappropriate learning behaViors

that inStruction must counter; The fitat is an unwillingness to

f011ow directions in lidU Of alternative student-generated

procedures, which could range from using their own "short cuts"

to copying the answers from their poor8. The second is the

eMphaSis on single-case orobleit SOlVing t the expense of

developing general probleit=Solving strategies; Too often the

unsuccessfUl student fails to recognize a problem as a member of

a class of problems. A student cannot hope tc achieve conceptual

depth in a subject area, 8u-ch a6 mathematics, if the basid

problem types are not recognized and the problem-solving rUle or

rules fOr the problem class are brought tO bear On the problem.

If instructional procedure8 ate to counter these two main

types of inappropriate learning behaviors present in many high

school learners, then the teacher mu St first restore the

Stddent's confidence in instrUCtidnal directions. As Rosenshine

and Berliner (1978) and Ragosta (1983) have noted; a "direCt"

instructional approach is needed. Clear Specific directions,

whiCh Make the problems and the prOblbM=Solving steps explicit,

ate -essential:. Long-winded "interest building" introductionS

that disguise the probleth and leave the problem SOlVitig to

student trial and error may have some value- for the successful

Student with well-developed prOblem-solving skills; Such

procedures will, hOweveto compound the problems of the

unsuccesSful students, who will need explicit problem-solving

strategies and numerous consistent demonstrations of suCCeSs
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before they will consider instructional directions worth their

attention.

Developing generalizable problem-solving strategies, instead

of the rote learning of individual examples, requires carefully

managed instructional sequences in which problem classes and

their associated rules are carefully introduced, practiced to

mastery, and reviewed; The Level 1 and the Level 3 interactive

Videodisc systems are ideal vehicles for ensuring the careful

control of the instructional sequence, while at the same time

ensuring that there is flexibility to allow faster learners to

move through only the material they need to cover.

Conclusion

In summary, the range of resources and instructional needs

present in public high schools suggests that the Level 3 learning

station approach, so popular in other areas such as industrial

training, may be too narrow a delivery system. Videodisc-based

courseware can be designed to work effectively as Level 1 and

Level 3 delivery systems; This dual level approach to videodisc-

based courseware development appears consisteat with the range of

resources and instructional needs present in public high schools.

The dual level approach appears particularly well suited to math

and science instruction, where both student achievement and staff

development are of major concern.

The flexibility of interactive videodisc technology can

allow the instructor to adapt instruction to the needs of a wide

range of learners. The potential exists, even with Level 1
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systems using individual pupil WOrkbOOkst to provide both very

structured learning sequences for the lower learner and Still

meet the need6 of the more successful student.
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